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The representation of the church model in the hands
of the church's patron or founder finds its roots in the
arts of Late Antiquity. Since the sixth century, this mo-
tif adorned church apses, as an image of offering to
Christ or the Virgin.1 Later, it became a strong iconic
image conveying the role of the patron/founder in the
construction and his devotion, which was embodied
in the model as well as in the building itself. As such,
the theme had particular  fortune in  medieval  Rome
and spread to the East as far as the Caucasus. After
the Latin conquest of Constantinople during the fourth
crusade (1204 AD), the motif  was widely adopted in
the Balkans and in the territories in close contact with
Byzantium.2 This paper will  focus on church models
as a motif, reflecting on their spread and role in the
decoration of the external façades of the churches in
the Caucasus and, specifically, in the area of Trans-
caucasia.  In  this  region,  church  models  were  ex-
tremely popular, appearing in various forms in a wide
range of media, from painted images to relief carvings
or sculptures in the round. They became characterist-
ic features of church programmes, as decorative ele-
ments  or  objects  with  diverse  functions,  such  as
reliquaries,  acroteria  on  church  gables  and  scale
models.3 From the sixth century to the fourteenth cen-
tury,  the  exterior  decoration  of  the  Transcaucasian
churches often included donation scenes with archi-
tectural models in the hands of their patrons that, as
we  will  see,  after  the  twelfth  century  show  strong
transcultural characteristics, especially in the apparel
of  the  donors.  This  is  evidence  of  the  cultural  ex-
changes  between  the  kingdoms  and  principalities
controlling the area and the neighbouring populations
moving towards west, such as Saljuqs and Mongols.
Until  recent years, the evaluation of the models’ ac-
curacy and the reflection on the donors/founders’ ap-
pearance have been of major scholarly concern, while
the models have been solely viewed as donations. In
order to understand the value of these models after
the twelfth century – following the chronological frame
of this volume – it is important to determine their im-
portance in Caucasian visual culture, first tracing the
evolution of the donation image. This will help us to
evaluate the meaning of  architectural  models in the
changed  historical  context  of  the  Transcaucasian
principalities  between  the  late  twelfth  and  the  thir-
teenth  centuries,  when  architectural  models  on
church walls were enriched with new meanings.
The first appearance of the motif in the Transcaucasi-
an area probably dates back to the sixth century. This
is testified by a now-lost sculpted relief with the im-
age of a woman holding a church model, which may
have decorated the outer walls of the cathedral com-
plex at Agarak (region of Ayrarat), formed by a fifth- or
sixth-century single-nave church and a seventh-cen-
tury domed church.4 At about the same time, generic
representations  of  the  donor,  without  the  church
model,  were  inserted  on  church  façades  in  other
areas of the Caucasus – such as in the church of the
Holy Cross at Mtskheta in Georgia (historical province
of Kartli, c. 567/604 AD) and possibly in the Armenian
cathedral of Mren (region of Mirini-Karabakh, today in
modern Turkey,  c.  640 AD).5 From an  early  date  in
Transcaucasia,  the  location  of  donor  portraits  on
church  façades  appears  as  a  distinctive  feature  of
church decoration in this region and distinguishes it
from the Byzantine tradition, which placed the pictori-
al motif in church interiors in the apse or in the prox-
imity of the sanctuary. However, only from the ninth
century AD on, and especially after the re-conquest of
the  area  from  the  Arabs,  the  church  model  in  the
hands of the donor/patron acquired significance and
the theme spread in the arts of Transcaucasia.6 The
location of the motif within the church façade varies
considerably, although it is usually found near an en-
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trance or a window. The architectural models may in-
clude accurate representations of the church building
or schematic images, which allude to the construction
without however reproducing its architecture in detail.
A relief from the church of Opiza (region of Tao Klar-
jeti,  today in  north-eastern Turkey),  dated to c. 826
AD, now at the Georgian National Museum of Tbilisi,
shows the patron – the Bagratid king Ashot I kuropal-
ates (r. 813-830 AD) – offering the building model to
the enthroned Christ7 (fig. 1). The model, which occu-
pies a large proportion of the composition, is a simple
outline of the church with the dome at the centre be-
ing blessed by the hand of Christ. The model’s large
size and central location (at the centre of the sculpted
panel  with  the  image  of  the  enthroned  Christ)  em-
phasize  its  great  significance  as an embodiment  of
the donor’s piety and allude to the catholicon of Opiza
as a place blessed by Christ. The monastery of Opiza
was an important foundation, the fame of which in the
ninth  century  was  linked  to  the  ruling  dynasty  of
Bagratids, which was celebrated in the image. Other
examples on the edges of the Transcaucasian region,
which are far  from cities or  great  monastic founda-
tions  such  as  Opiza  —  thus,  far  from  the  major
centres of art production — show a similar visual em-
phasis on the church model.8 
On the western façade of a small church at Korogo (a
village located on the slopes of the Mtiuleti region, in
eastern Georgia) a tenth-century relief shows a cler-
gyman,  possibly  responsible  for  the building’s  con-
struction, in the act of offering the model to the Virgin9
(fig.  2).  The model  represents  a  corner  view of  the
church of Korogo: the high relief of the carving con-
veys  a  sense  of  three-dimensionality.  In  both  the
above instances, the church model occupies a con-
siderable part of the sculpted relief and, although the
representation is not architecturally accurate, it has a
powerful  visual effect  as it  immediately conveys the
main architectural elements of the church. The size of
the models relative to that of the rest of the relief ex-
presses the importance of these foundations and the
centrality  of  the  church  building  as  a  pious  act  of
donation.
The composition of the donation scene differs  from
one  instance  to  another,  creating  several  icono-
graphies.10 However,  in  Transcaucasia  the  image of
the donor with the model is always connected to the
representation of Christ, the Virgin or a saint and, in
some instances, it is part of a larger decorative pro-
gramme.11 In the great aristocratic church foundations
of the tenth century AD, models in the hand of their
patrons  become  almost  three-dimensional,  thereby
acquiring further significance. On the western façade
of the palace church of Aghtamar, built between 915
and 921 AD and dedicated to the Holy Cross, the ruler
of the Armenian kingdom of Vaspurakan, Gagik Arts-
runi  (r.  908-936  AD)  presents  a  church  model  to
Christ12 (fig. 3). The model is a small-scale, three-di-
mensional  copy  of  the  church  carved  into  a  single
stone block, which accurately reproduces the archi-
tecture of the building and shows three façades of the
structure.13 Its  high  relief  makes  it  project  from the
church façade, while the rest of the donation scene
with the king, Christ and the angels – carved in low
relief consistently with the overall sculpted decoration
of the outer walls – stand in the background. Due to
Fig. 1: King Ashot I offers the church model to Christ; stone 
relief from the cathedral of Opiza (c. 826 AD); Tbilisi, Georgi-
an National Museum of Fine Arts (image in the public do-
main).
Fig. 2: The donor of the church of Korogo offering the buil-
ding model to the Virgin; village of Korogo (Georgia), main 
church, western façade, relief panel (tenth century AD). (pho-
to: ©Kakha Khimshiashvili)
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this visual effect, the model becomes the real protag-
onist of the scene. Moreover, after a close inspection
of the model, Mabi Angar came to the conclusion that
the church model  may have been painted and per-
haps covered with gems and pearls,  thereby produ-
cing a glittering effect on the church façade.14 How-
ever,  the  badly  damaged  stone  surface  cannot
provide  sufficient  evidence  for  this  hypothesis.15 In
any case, the location of the projecting model within
the donation scene right above the church’s main en-
trance,  its  character  of  a  faithful  three-dimensional
small-sized rendering of the church and, possibly, its
colourful  appearance  would  have  attracted  the  be-
holder’s gaze, while looking at the façade. All these
features show that the church model was not merely
the centre of  the donation scene and, within  it,  the
precious embodiment  of  Gagik’s devotion to Christ,
but that it functioned as a reminder of the overall ar-
chitecture of the church at a location where the viewer
could not possibly see the whole building, while ap-
proaching the main entrance. At the same time, within
the façade  decorative  programme,  the  architectural
model expressed the function of the building as a pi-
ous gift made by Gagik. 
Similarly, two three-dimensional building models ap-
pear in the stone carvings decorating the outer south-
ern wall of the southern pastophory at the cathedral of
St. John the Baptist, at the monastery of Oshki. This
church  was  built  between 963  and  966  AD by  the
Bagratid king David III and his brother Bagrat, of the
Georgian royal house of Tao Klarjeti. The sculpted re-
liefs show the kings, offering the architectural models
to the Deesis16 (fig. 4). In this case, the models repro-
duce the general features and architectural decoration
of the church but not the volumes, and particularly not
the  elongated  western  nave.17 Although  the  donors
are also carved in high relief, the models project out
from  the  background  even  further,  thus  conveying
their three-dimensional  appearance.  Earlier  close in-
spections  of  the  models  suggest  that  they  were
painted and, possibly,  partially gilded.18 Thus, in the
sculpted decoration of the southern pastophory, the
models were  intended to be central  elements,  con-
veying the precious nature of the church building as a
gift  to  the  Deesis.  The colourful  appearance  of  the
models may have been inspired by contemporary ex-
amples in mosaic from Byzantium, as for instance the
model  of  Hagia  Sophia  in  the  hands  of  Justinian
above the south-western vestibule at Hagia Sophia in
Istanbul,  recently  convincingly  re-dated  to  the  first
half of the tenth century AD.19 
In  fact,  the  donation  scene at  Oshki  shows several
Byzantine stylistic traits – such as the archaic imperial
attire of the royals – while, at the same time, demon-
strating local features.20 Thus, the painted architectur-
al models of Oshki may be an intended reference to
Fig. 3: King Gagik Artsruni with the church model
in his hands; Aghtamar (Van lake, Turkey), church
of the Holy Cross (915-921 AD), western façade. 
(photo: ©Dick Osseman) 
Fig. 4: King David III and his brother Bagrat offering the 
church models to the Deesis; Monastery of Oshki (Turkey), 
cathedral of St. John the Baptist (963-966 AD), southern 
pastophory, southern wall. (detail from a photo by ©James 
Gordon)
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the Byzantine tradition, where models were colourful
architectural  representations,  made  in  mosaic  or
painted in church interiors. Here, we may see a trans-
fer of representational codes from Byzantium and, at
the same time, a reinterpretation based on Caucasian
visual tradition, in which architectural models adorned
the exterior of church buildings as relief sculpture.
In two contemporary Armenian examples, the dona-
tion scenes  acquire  a  purely  symbolic  meaning,  as
they simply and solely display two princes – on behalf
of whom the church was built but who were not its
founders  or  patrons  –  who  jointly  hold  the  church
model as in an act of offering; however, there is no re-
cipient for the gift. This scene is represented on the
eastern façades of the churches of St. Saviour at the
monastery of Sanahin (r. 966-972 AD) and of the Holy
Sign at Haghpat  (r.  976-991 AD),  where Smbat and
Gurgen,  sons  of  the  Bagratid  ruler  Ashot  III  (r.
952/953-977  AD)  display  the  church  model  in  their
hands (fig. 5-6).21 At Sanahin, the model is a schemat-
ic representation of the church that contrasts with the
detailed rendering of the figures. The model of Hagh-
pat, however, reproduces the general features of the
church and architectural  details such as niches and
windows, in a severe, almost abstract style consistent
with the images of Smbat and Gurgen.22 The scenes
are centrally inserted into the stone masonry, just be-
low the roof’s edge. Contrary to the other examples
discussed above, at Sanahin and Haghpat the figural
decoration  of  the  façades  is  constrained  within  the
cornice of the sculpted panels. Thus, the panels be-
come the focus of the beholder’s attention. The new
compositional  scheme  –  appearing  first  at  Sanahin
and, as we will  see, having a great  impact  on sub-
sequent donation scenes – highlights the value of the
church building as a joint construction linked to the
name of the two brothers. Therefore, the models ap-
pear  as the product of  the donors’ efforts  and per-
haps, more than an act of devotion, express a political
statement about the intention to jointly rule the king-
dom as they jointly hold  the  church.  Moreover,  the
size and the varying degree of accuracy of the models
seem to show the brothers’ relationship: the sketchy
model at Sanahin may embody the auspices of a fu-
ture peaceful  communal rule by their mother, queen
Khosrovanoush wife of Ashot III, who commissioned
the  church  and  its  decoration  when  they  were  still
princes of the Bagratid dynasty.23 
Then, the bigger and more detailed model of Haghpat
may show the accomplishment of the brothers’ king-
ship, Smbat as king of Ani (977-989 AD) and Gurgen
as king of Lori (982-989 AD).24 Above the relief with
the donation scene at Haghpat, on the roof gable is
an  acroterium,  a  small  sculpture  positioned  at  the
apex of the ridge of the roof,  which reproduces the
main features of the church: the conical dome and the
aisles’ roofs. Similar acroteria crown each façade and,
Fig. 5: The Bagratid princes Smbat and Gurgen holding the 
church model; Sanahin, church of St. Saviour (966-972 AD), 
eastern façade. (photo: ©Armen Manoukian)
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originally,  functioned  as cross  holders.  However,  at
Haghpat, the eastern acroterium – the most accurate
of  the  four  acroteria  surmounting  the  church’s
façades – constitutes the apex of the donation scene,
further enhancing its meaning.25 On the same central
axis of the eastern façade, in the panel the two broth-
ers  hold  the  donors’  model  as  a symbolic embodi-
ment of their work and joint kingship on earth, while
the architectural model of the acroterium is located on
the roof gable above. Its elevated position and faithful
reproduction of the church’s architecture allow for the
interpretation that the acroterium depicts the church
as a symbol of the Holy Church, the foundation of the
Christian message – the latter being represented by
the cross, which the acroterium originally held. Thus,
on the church’s eastern façade, the small acroterium
representing the church – indeed another small-scale
model of the church building – was the real object of
the offer. If the church model in the brothers’ hands
was the product of their joint work, then the acroteri-
um above it – and the church itself – expressed the
visible signs of their faith.
In the iconographic context outlined above, the now-
lost model once decorating the early eleventh-century
church of St. Gregory the Illuminator at Ani may simil-
arly reflect a political intent. Originally, it was held by a
statue in the round, representing king Gagik I (r. 989-
1020  AD).26 The model  featured  an  accurate  repro-
duction of  the church’s architectural  decoration and
its grand size, which paired with the extraordinary di-
mensions of the king holding it.27 Although its original
context is unknown, it is reasonable to suppose that,
in the practice established at Sanahin and Haghpat by
the  Bagratid  royal  portraits,  the  building  was  not
presented  to  a  religious  figure  but  represented  the
foundation of  the church by Gagik.  Contrary  to the
tradition of relief donor portraits outlined above, the
statue of Gagik holding the model of his church was
carved  in  the round:  it  did not  merely  decorate the
façade of the church, rather it literary stood out from
the building façade for  its three-dimensionality,  vast
size  and  colourful  appearance,  attracting  the  be-
holder’s  gaze.  Notwithstanding  its  location  on  the
church façade, Gagik’s statue represented a powerful
image of  the ruler  – recognizable by its facial  traits
and ceremonial  dress – as the founder. The dimen-
sions of the statuary group (larger than life-size) con-
veyed  a  sense  of  the  king’s  power.  Furthermore,  it
represented  the  grandeur  that  the  kingdom  of  Ani
achieved during his reign through founding churches
and other  monumental  buildings:  this was indeed a
political statement of the kingdom’s splendour on the
façade of the king’s major religious foundation.
Even under different political  circumstances and the
changing dynasties that ruled Transcaucasian princip-
alities, the pictorial motif of the church model in the
hands of its patron did not disappear. Following the
Byzantine conquest of Ani in 1045 AD and the events
leading to the progressive creation of  the Armenian
kingdom  of  Cilicia  –  including  the  victory  of  the
Saljuqs over the Byzantine army at Manzikert in 1071
AD28 – donor models survive in Transcaucasian mon-
asteries. Not until the end of the twelfth century, how-
ever, do donation scenes suggest a drastic change of
Fig. 6: The Bagratid kings Smbat and Gurgen holding the 
church model; Haghpat, church of the Holy Sign (976-991 
AD), eastern façade. (detail from a photo by ©Jeffrey Rozwa-
dowski)
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meaning within the context of cross-cultural dynamics
affecting the visual culture of Transcaucasia.  At the
monastery of Harichavank, the eastern façade of the
Cathedral of the Mother of God shows a commemor-
ative panel with the donors dating around 1201 AD.
Originally,  the  figures  represented  on  the  sculpted
panel,  Zakare  and  Ivane  Zakarian  (or  Mqargrdzeli),
who at that time controlled northern Armenia, held a
model  of  the  church.29 Unfortunately,  the  model  no
longer  exists.  Nevertheless,  this  image  recalls  the
tenth-century Bagratid royal panels, both in the com-
positional  scheme  of  the  scene  (the  model  at  the
centre, jointly held by the princes) and in the pose of
the donors. Scholars have noticed that the apparel of
the Zakarian  brothers  shows a  syncretic  style,  with
‘Islamicizing’ traits.30 However, the scene carved with-
in the frame of a stone panel is inserted into the up-
permost part of the façade, recalling earlier examples
such as the Bagratid royal  portraits of Sanahin and
Haghpat discussed above. This type of decoration is
reinterpreted here in the light of  a new architectural
style:31 whereas the Bagratid donor portraits were the
only decorative elements on the smooth masonry of
the church façades, the donation relief at Harichavank
is framed by the articulated patterns of cornices dec-
orating the outer walls of the church. At Harichavank,
the importance of the donation relief on the eastern
façade is emphasized in another architectural repres-
entation of  the cathedral  — an acroterium standing
over the gable of the western façade, just above the
original entrance of the church.32 The acroterium is a
perfect, small-scale reproduction of the church build-
ing and includes an image of the donors’ panel of the
eastern façade that is not to scale: its dimensions are
much bigger than the other reproduced architectural
features.33 At Harichavank, the emphasis on the dona-
tion panels shows the value of the church building as
the princes’ donation. The donor relief is the central
element around which all  the sculpted decoration of
the eastern façade develops and, at the same time, as
a distinctive feature of the whole building, it is repro-
duced even in the acroterium crowning the western
façade.  Although  Zakare  Zakarian,  who adhered  to
Monophysite Orthodoxy, unlike his brother who had
converted to the Chalcedonian  faith34,  was the sole
patron  of  the  cathedral  of  the  Mother  of  God,  the
donor relief represented the two brothers, Zakare and
Ivane holding the church model, as if they both were
the founders. In this case, the donation scene does
not display a communal act of devotion. Rather, it is
meant  to  convey  a  message  of  political  union
between the Zakarian brothers who, at that time, ruled
northern  Armenia  on  behalf  of  the  Georgian  queen
Tamar and possibly aspired to recreate a kingdom on
the model of the Armenian Bagratid Kingdom of Ani of
the tenth and eleventh century AD.35  Thus,  the mi-
croarchitectures at Harichavank reveal that, even with
the passing of time and the change of dress, the polit-
ical or devotional intent conveyed in the founder mod-
el  was  reiterated  as  a  distinctive  feature  of  Trans-
caucasian aristocracies. 
At the beginning of the thirteenth century, in the re-
gion  known  today  as  Nagorno-Karabakh,  donors’
models acquire new characteristics. At the monastery
of Dadivank, two church models inserted in the east-
ern and southern façades of the cathedral (1214 AD)
are testament of this innovation (fig. 7-8). The models
are  located  above  the  central  windows  on  both
façades and appear to levitate over the hands of their
donors,  who are  represented on a lower register  at
the sides of the window. They reproduce the architec-
ture  of  the  church  in  detail.36 The  figures  of  the
donors, Hasan and Grigor of Artsakh, are carved with
very schematic traits and low relief in both images; full
figure portraits on the southern façade and bust por-
traits  on  the  eastern  façade.37 Their  hands  are
stretched towards the models, without holding them.
On the southern façade in particular, the figures are
not shown in the act of offering, rather their gesture
points out the small churches as if they belonged to
another dimension. The accuracy of the models and
their high relief contrasts sharply with the representa-
tion of the donors. The models of considerable size
project  out  from the  façade  and  appear  as  perfect
three-dimensional  reproductions  of  the  church,
thereby attracting the beholder’s attention as if  they
were  the  real  protagonists  of  the  scene.  Thus,  the
donors’  images  at  Dadivank  appear  completely  ab-
stract. The church models lose their meanings of of-
ferings and achieve a further significance: their cent-
rality in the composition, physical separation from the
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donors  and  architectural  accuracy  convey  the  idea
that they represent the cathedral as a symbol of the
Heavenly Church. On the southern façade, a long in-
scription records that  the church was built  by Arzu
Khatun,  wife of  the prince Vakhtang and mother  of
Hasan and Grigor, in their place of rest.38 Consistent
with this text, the image depicts the brothers not as
donors but moving towards a heavenly realm, repres-
ented in the church models, which dominate the com-
position and stand for the final place achieved in the
afterlife. At the same time, the image evokes the tradi-
tional Transcaucasian iconography of donor portraits
established between the tenth and the eleventh cen-
tury AD, as affronting figures holding the church mod-
el, conveying a further level of significance, that of the
pious church patrons – probably their mother’s idea
when she built the church in honour of her sons. This
observation is reinforced by the position of the two
donor portraits with the architectural  models on the
most  exposed  external  walls  of  the  church,  on  the
edges of the monastery complex. The bust portrait is
placed on a central position on the eastern wall cor-
responding to  the  internal  sanctuary  of  the  church,
thus matching with the sacred character of the east-
ern  orientation,  where  donation  scenes  in  Trans-
caucasian  churches  were  usually  located  after  the
tenth century AD. The other scene is on the southern
wall, corresponding to a large space where the donor
portrait  could  be  easily  viewed  and  the  inscription
read below. The position of the models surrounding
the church building was purposely designed in order
to be viewed and connected to the commemorative
inscription: while the location of the bust portrait on
the eastern façade responded to a tradition well es-
tablished  in  Transcaucasia  since  the  tenth  century
AD,39 the full-figure donor portrait with the architectur-
al model was placed above the inscription. Thus, its
location reinforced the text of the inscription with  a
powerful  image of  the  deceased  brothers  and their
otherworldly place of rest, symbolized in the church
model.40 
Not far from Dadivank, in the monastery of Gandzas-
ar, the pictorial motif of church models in the hands of
their patrons acquires a new and unexpected form. In
1216 AD the monastery became the burial  place of
the Armenian princes of Khachen, with the building of
Fig. 7: Hasan and Grigor of Artsakh holding the church mo-
del; Dadivank, Cathedral (1214 AD), southern façade. (photo:
©Alberto Sanchez Gaidabura)
Fig. 8: Hasan and Grigor of Artsakh holding the church mo-
del; Dadivank, Cathedral (1214 AD), eastern façade. (photo: 
©Alberto Sanchez Gaidabura)
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a cathedral dedicated to St. John the Baptist. On the
northern and southern niches on the western side of
the church drum, two reliefs show a man seated with
his legs crossed, holding a church model above his
head41 (fig. 9-10). The donors’ pose and their apparel,
which  depart  from  the  traditional  iconography  of
donors’ portraits outlined above, show the impact of
Saljuq costumes  and representation  of  power,42 re-
vealing  a  substantial  cross-cultural  interaction  that
had  a  great  effect  on  the  development  of  Trans-
caucasian  visual  culture. Although the scenes show
the same compositional scheme, the church models
are not identical. The one on the south reproduces the
main  features  of  the  church  such  as  its  drum and
roofs, the blind arcades and the central window of the
southern and northern façades. Furthermore, a portal
is depicted, possibly intending to represent the origin-
al portal of the western façade, now covered by the
gavit (a rectangular room located on the western side
of church buildings)43 (fig. 9).  However, the model on
the  northern  niche  reproduces  a  centrally-planned
building: a rotunda with a large dome – similar to the
actual dome of the church – the walls of which are de-
corated by blind arcades and circular  windows (fig.
10). The male figures of the two niches are similar, as
if to represent the same man, and have been interpre-
ted as Hasan Jalal al-Dawla, ruler of the province of
Artsakh (r. 1214-1261 AD) and founder of the cathe-
dral;44 or as the latter and his son, holding the model
of the cathedral (on the southern side) and the model
of  the  church  of  Vadzar  (northern  side),  another
church built by the ruler, now known only from written
sources.45 Lacking explanatory inscriptions,  the pre-
cise  identification  of  the  personages  is  impossible.
However,  in  the  Transcaucasian  tradition,  they  are
very  likely  to  be  references  to  the  church  founder
Hasan Jalal al-Dawla, while the models represent two
of his foundations. As in the examples of Dadivank,
the models are extremely detailed and carved in high
relief  in  contrast  to  the  image  of  the  men,  whose
dress and face are lightly carved on the stone with
simple  and  confident  traits.  Located  at  the  top  of
niches on the drum of the church at Gandzasar, the
models  are  on  a  platform  held  above  the  donor’s
head  –  as  if  the  patrons  showed  the  architectural
models on a tray – conveying the idea that  the mi-
croarchitecture functions as a gift offered with a sol-
Fig. 9: The founder holding the church model; Gandzasar, 
cathedral of St. John the Baptist (c. 1216 AD), drum, south-
western niche. (detail from a photo by © Matt Werner)
Fig. 10: The founder holding the church model; Gandzasar, 
cathedral of St. John the Baptist (c. 1216 AD), drum, nor-
th-western niche. (photo ©Ilkin Mete)
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emn gesture. Since these scenes flank a central niche
decorated with an image of Christ in the act of bene-
diction and two panels with representations of Adam
and Eve, the offering of the church by the donors may
be intended for Christ. However, the verticality of the
representational scheme – with the men holding the
church models over their heads – conveys the idea of
an offering to Heaven,  and thus to God who reigns
from the celestial realm. 
Gandzasar’s church models in the hands of their pat-
rons acquire further  meanings in  the context  of  the
decorative programme of the building. Above the en-
trance on the western side, the façade was originally
dominated by a Crucifixion scene and culminated in a
small  acroterium  representing  the  drum  of  the
church46 (fig. 11). The drum was, indeed, the main fea-
ture of the whole building, thus its reproduction in the
acroterium transformed this drum model  into a rep-
resentation of the entire church. Before the construc-
tion of the  gavit around the middle of the thirteenth
century, the beholder would have seen the Crucifixion
and the acroterium terminating in a metal cross when
looking at the western façade. Further above this is
the  image  of  Christ  on  the  drum,  flanked  by  the
founders with the church models.47 Thus, visually the
offering of the church models on the drum was part of
a major decorative programme, centred on the reiter-
ation of church models and crosses.  Located on the
same central axis, the Crucifixion scene, the acroteri-
um depicting the architectural model and the image of
Christ in the act of benediction on the drum conveyed
a visual  message.  The model  in  the acroterium ap-
peared as the visual culmination of the pictorial pro-
gram, thus representing the Church as the product of
Christ’s sacrifice on the cross; it held a metal cross,
thereby displaying the foundation of the Christian cult
on earth (the Church) which was blessed by Christ in
Fig. 11: Western façade and drum; Gandzasar, cathedral of St. John the Baptist (c. 1216 AD).  (detail from a photo by ©Matt 
Werner)
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the benediction scene on the drum. Beside and on
top of this central visual axis, the architectural models
on the drum appeared as Hasan’s offerings to God,
and as the visualization of his faith.
Between the end of the twelfth century and the first
half  of  the thirteenth century,  the monasteries foun-
ded by the great rulers of the Transcaucasian princi-
palities show that  the church models  acquired new
meanings.  They  did  not  simply  stand for  donations
and referenced the church building as evidence of the
patron’s devotion and earthly achievements, but re-
presented  the  Church  as  both  the  Holy  Church  on
earth or the Heavenly Church of the afterlife. Since the
sixth century in Transcaucasia, the location of church
models within devotional images on the outside of the
churches had characterized a visual culture that de-
parted from the Byzantine tradition, nevertheless refe-
rencing it at particular political times – as for instance
in  the  tenth-century  orthodox  monastery  of  Oshki,
whose founders had close relationships with Byzanti-
um. Since the tenth century AD, the sculpted images
of the architectural models in the hands of their pa-
trons on the façades of church buildings had been di-
stanced from their Byzantine antecedents, preferring
the play  on  size,  three-dimensionality  and  accurate
rendering of the architectural features to the Byzanti-
ne use of colours and materials to create architectural
representations. Furthermore, at the turn of the thir-
teenth  century,  the  constant  interplay  between  the
size and three-dimensionality of  Transcaucasian do-
nors' models, as well as between the microarchitec-
ture of models and acroteria and the larger architec-
ture of the church, reveal meanings that relate the ar-
chitectural models in the hands of their patrons to the
larger programme of church exteriors.
At that time, the reiteration of church models on the
outer walls of the church buildings expressed the im-
portance  that  the  model  itself  had  achieved  within
Transcaucasian visual culture. The architectural mod-
els show an increasing adherence to the architecture
of the physical church that they reproduce, focusing
on details  and becoming vivid  reproductions of  the
local contemporary architecture. This is characterized
by tall churches with central domes and façades dec-
orated in cornices that appear as the product of an
on-going local  tradition more than of  the  impact  of
cross-cultural tendencies.48 The models’ accurate re-
production of the local architecture contrasts sharply
with the ‘Islamicizing’ apparel of the figures, rendered
through light traits that outline the dress without re-
producing it in detail – as we can see at Dadivank and
Gandzasar. Precisely the donors’ garment and pose,
which scholars have generically identified as ‘Islam-
icizing’,49 are evidence of the increasing cross-cultural
interaction that had been taking place in the Trans-
caucasian regions since the ninth century.50 Such ‘Is-
lamicizing’ apparel and pose, which already appeared
in the tenth-century Artsruni and Bagratid royal por-
traits reproducing Persian textiles or turbans, are far
more evident  in  the image of  Hasan  Jalal  al-Dawla
wearing a caftan and sitting cross-legged in the thir-
teenth-century monastery of Gandzasar. 
In  conclusion,  the  development  and  great  novelty
shown in  the church models  of  the Transcaucasian
monasteries of the thirteenth century finds its roots in
a wider local visual culture.  On the façades of Trans-
caucasian  buildings,  the  microarchitecture  of  the
church  became  the  embodiment  of  the  physical
church on which it was represented and, at the same
time, the visualization of a sacred place on earth (the
church building) but also that of the Heavenly Church.
Thus, the church models conveyed the idea of a sa-
cred place that, just as an object, could be offered as
a gift in a donation scene.
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Holy  Cross  (915-921  AD),  western  façade.  (photo:
©Dick Osseman) 
Fig. 4: King David III  and his brother Bagrat offering
the church models to the Deesis; Monastery of Oshki
(Turkey),  cathedral  of  St.  John the Baptist  (963-966
AD), southern pastophory, southern wall. (detail from
a photo by ©James Gordon)
Fig. 5: The Bagratid princes Smbat and Gurgen hold-
ing the church model; Sanahin, church of St. Saviour
(966-972 AD), eastern façade. (photo: ©Armen Man-
oukian)
Fig. 6: The Bagratid kings Smbat and Gurgen holding
the church model; Haghpat, church of the Holy Sign
(976-991 AD), eastern façade. (detail from a photo by
©Jeffrey Rozwadowski)
Fig.  7:  Hasan  and  Grigor  of  Artsakh  holding  the
church model; Dadivank, Cathedral (1214 AD), south-
ern façade. (photo: ©Alberto Sanchez Gaidabura)
Fig.  8:  Hasan  and  Grigor  of  Artsakh  holding  the
church model; Dadivank, Cathedral  (1214 AD), east-
ern façade. (photo: ©Alberto Sanchez Gaidabura)
Fig.  9:  The  founder  holding  the  church  model;
Gandzasar, cathedral of St. John the Baptist (c. 1216
AD), drum, south-western niche. (detail from a photo
by ©Matt Werner)
Fig.  10:  The  founder  holding  the  church  model;
Gandzasar, cathedral of St. John the Baptist (c. 1216
AD), drum, north-western niche. (photo: ©Ilkin Mete)
Fig.  11:  Western  façade  and  drum;  Gandzasar,
cathedral of St. John the Baptist (c. 1216 AD).  (detail
from a photo by ©Matt Werner)
Abstract
The motif of the church patron or founder carrying a
building model was inserted in church decoration sin-
ce Late Antiquity, and specifically in the main apses of
sixth century churches. Later, it became common in
the pictorial  programmes of church buildings in By-
zantium as in medieval Rome and, after 1204, in the
Balkans. This image bears a high symbolic meaning
and, at the same time, is a powerful means of com-
municating the patron/founder’s role in the constructi-
on, as well as displaying his/her faith and devotion, all
at once. 
In  Transcaucasia  this pictorial  motif  first  appears  in
Late Antiquity, probably as evidence of the cultural in-
teraction with Byzantium, in the form of a relief sculp-
ture decorating the exterior walls of the churches. Ho-
wever, with the passing of time it became a characte-
ristic feature of Transcaucasian churches, as a part of
the overall decorative programme of church exteriors
or as the only figurative image on church façades. 
This paper explores patterns of continuity and change
in the meaning of church models in those territories
on  the  edges  of  the  empire,  particularly  Trans-
caucasia.  Concentrating  on  the  pictorial  motif  of
donors'  models,  and principally on the value  of the
microarchitecture  within  the  image  and  the  church
decoration, it reflects on its use through time, and es-
pecially  in  the  great  Transcaucasian  monasteries  of
the late twelfth and thirteenth century AD. The analys-
is of church models, as reproductions of the physical
building and symbolic elements of the pictorial com-
position, will  allow for a reflection on the use of mi-
croarchitecture in the imagery of Transcaucasia. After
the  tenth  century  AD,  the  emphasis  on  donation
scenes and particularly on architectural models on the
façades of Transcaucasian churches displays the im-
portance of donors’ model as a feature of the Trans-
caucasian area, which presented political, ideological
or religious messages to the beholder and, as such,
was an entity of cultural history.
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